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FORM Pub_BEEF- Description of national publication policy for beef evaluation

Please insert a date here: (2016-11-01)

Country (or countries)

Breed(s)

Address(es) of offical

web-site(s) of your country,

where animals receiving an

offical breeding value can be

found

Number of updates per year

of webpage with breeding

values

Do you apply any constrains

in publishing national data?

i.e. only animals with a

minimum value of reliability

or only until a certain rank

level? Please specify

Do you differ from natural

service bulls, AI bulls and

bull dams? If so, Please

specify

Are there multiple lists for

selected animals and all

animals

(e.g. incl. waiting bulls, bulls

below requirements, bull

dams)?

If multiple lists - are all lists

accessible on your web-site?

If multiple lists - what is the

difference between the lists?

If multiple lists- how many

animals(i.e. bulls, dams etc)

are on the selected list?

Do you plublish interbeef

breeding values

Are Interbeef proofs blended

with domestic proofs?

If blending of international

and national proofs - how is

the blending done?

Minumum requiremnet for a

bull and/or a dam for

adjusted weaning weight
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trait to be put on the web-site

Minimum requirement for a

bull

and/or a dam for carcass

traits to

be put on the web‐site

Minimum requirement for a

bull

and/or a dam for calving

ease

traits to be put on the

web‐site

Other comments

Key organisation: name,

address,

phone, fax, e‐mail, web site

Executive support: Interbull Centre Department of Animal Breeding and Genetics, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences -

SLU Undervisningsplan E1-27, PO Box 7023, 750 07 Uppsala, Sweden Phone: +46(0)18-67 20 98, Fax: +46(0)18-67 26 48

E-mail: interbull@slu.se , URL: www.interbull.org
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